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Introduction 

 

The paper, ‘A Critical Review of the CSKT Compact’ (Critical Review), presented information that helps to understand 

why the Compact failed to secure both public and legislative approval during the 2013 legislative session.  The lack of 

advocacy for the State of Montana within the Compact Commission resulted in a Compact in which fundamental 

problems exist.  They include: 

 

 Definition of Proceedings and Reservation Land 

 Quantification, Water Claims & Priority Dates 

 Water Administration 

 Off-reservation aboriginal claims 
 
This report presents an alternative Compact to the current CSKT Compact that directly addresses these issues. The 

intent of this exercise is to offer a comparison Compact that shows what an ‘acceptable’ compact would look like to the 

citizens of western Montana.  If there is a chance for a CSKT Compact to be passed before or in 2015, it will result from 

changes to the original compact proposed for legislative consideration. 1  

 

Proposed Changes to the CSKT Compact 

 

Amendments to or changes of the Compact must define a complete solution to the problems of the existing Compact in 

that the individual parts work together as a unit to structure a new Compact. 

 

Definition of the Proceedings and the Reservation 

 

The correct framework for the Compact proceedings would result in changes to the wording of the first set of Recitals in 

the Compact as demonstrated below: 

 

 WHEREAS, pursuant to the Hellgate Treaty of 1855, 12 Stat. 975, the United States reserved the Flathead 
Indian Reservation for the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes;  

 WHEREAS, the Confederated Salish & Kootenai Tribes claim federal reserved water rights to fulfill the purposes 
of the Reservation; 

 

The Flathead Indian Reservation must be defined to reflect the reality of land ownership and use within the exterior 

boundaries of the reservation set aside in 1855.  That must include a clear description of the Indian Reorganization Act’s 

land consolidation in 1934.   

 

 Flathead Indian Reservation is all land within the exterior boundaries of the Indian reservation established by 
the Hellgate Treaty of 1855 which is held in "trust status" for the CSKT and does not include privately owned 
property that is in "non-trust" or "fee status" and subject to taxation by the State of Montana. 

 Indian Land.  Includes any tribal land or interest therein which is held by an individual CSKT member or the CSKT 
Tribe and can only be alienated [sold] or encumbered [restricted or burdened by legal claim] by the owner with 
the approval of the Secretary and/or is subject to a restriction against alienation under the laws of the United 
States.   
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Quantification of the CSKT Federal Reserved Water Right: 

 

Quantification of a federal reserved water right involves the determination of the purpose of the reservation and the 

amount of water necessary to fulfill that purpose of that reservation.   From the Treaty of Hellgate the purposes include 

(a) agriculture and the (b) on-reservation exclusive right to hunt and fish.  A federal reserved water right to fulfill these 

purposes would include the volume of water necessary to irrigate the reservation’s practicably irrigable acreage, water 

for instream flow to support the fishery purpose of the reservation, and water for future uses.  The proposed 

quantification of the CSKT federal water right is shown in the table below:  
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(1)Irrigable acreage and water volume reported by CSKT to Clark Fork River Basin organization; (2) an acre foot of water is enough water to cover one 
acre of land with 1 foot of water, or 325,875 gallons. (3)Generous ‘guesstimate’ (4) Hungry Horse Reservoir water is known as ‘Compact Water” (5) any 
newly developed deep ground water > 35 gpm is also Compact Water.  The amount suggested here is a minimum. (6)The amount of Hungry Horse 
water would diminish as irrigation rehabilitation efforts make more water available.  *Due to lands acquired under1855 Treaty or 1934 Ind. Reorg. Act. 

 

Component Description Source Water Use Total Annual 
Volume (Acre 

Feet) 

Priority Date 

Irrigable Acreage(1) 91,000 acres Flathead River & 
Tributaries; 12,000 
acres served by 
Flathead Irrigation 
Project 

1.4 acre feet 
per acre(2) 

128,000 1855/1934* 

Wetlands 11,500 acres Flathead River & 
Tributaries, ground 
water, irrigation 
return flow 

2.5 feet per 
year 

evaporation 
rate 

28, 750 Variable 

On-reservation instream flow Miles of 
stream 

Flathead River and 
tributaries 

Stream flow 
in cfs 

270,000  Time immemorial 

Existing Uses Irrigation, 
domestic, 
industrial, 
commercial 

Surface water, 
shallow ground water 

Acre feet/yr 6,000  

Future Uses &Development 
 
 

2,000 AF Deep Ground 
water(5) )Hungry 
Horse Reservoir(6) 

Acre feet/yr 2,000 
50,000 

Compact Water 

TOTAL    484,750  
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The CSKT federal reserved water right claim is 484,750 acre feet with priority dates of time immemorial, 1855 and 

1934.  The water right is derived from the Flathead River, its tributaries, and Flathead Lake.  The Tribes have right to 

share in the use of 50,000 acre feet of water from Hungry Horse Reservoir and a right to deep ground water 

development of at least 2,000 acre feet. 

 

Some definitions would need to be developed so as to accurately describe the CSKT federal reserved water right as well 

as the other rights that will have to be adjudicated at the same time, such as those associated with the federal irrigation 

project and those state-based water rights on the reservation. 

 

Tribal water right.  Any portion of the federal reserved water right quantified in Article III holding an 1855, 

time immemorial, or 1934 priority date  that is used to fulfill the purposes of the reservation, including 

water rights appurtenant  with  Indian land on the reservation.  The Tribal water right may be used for any 

purpose deemed advisable by the Tribe or allottee and pursuant to procedures outlined in the Tribal Water 

Management Ordinance. 

Walton Water Rights.  Private fee land water rights2 users on formerly allotted Indian lands with an 1855 

priority date.   

Secretarial water rights.   Water rights granted directly by the Secretary of the Interior3   to individuals 

whose water may or may not be delivered by the BIA irrigation project.  Individual irrigators own these 

water rights which are affirmed through adjudication in the MT water court and filed in the DNRC data base 

as individual water rights. 

Compact Water Right.  Any portion of (a) Hungry Horse reservoir used to fulfill CSKT present or future 

water development needs   or state development needs; and (b) deep ground water development 

undertaken by the state and the Tribes/US in fulfillment of the Compact. 

State Water Right.  A water right held by an individual registered with the State and subject to state 

administration, including irrigation project water users existing on fee land with state based priority dates 

ranging from 1904 to 1973. 

 

Water Administration 

 

The new Compact water administration system begins with the complete opposite assumptions of the original CSKT 

Compact, going back to the initial State position in 2003. 

 

 The Tribes do not own all the water within the reservation;  State has verified interest in and ownership of many 

state-based water rights 

 State does have jurisdiction to administer water resources on the reservation. State has Constitutional duty and 

statutory authority to protect, manage and administer state-based water users 

The new system is the same dual water management system that has prevailed in all previous Compacts.  A Compact 

Board is also formed but with the additional joint office (state/tribal) to staff a Compact Board with Special Master4 and 

perhaps federal representation, for resolving disputes before litigation.5  It is based in Lake County.  The water 

administration context consists of the following: 
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 UMO becomes Tribal Unitary Water Management Ordinance (TUMO), applies only to Tribal water rights and 

resources, and is staffed by the Tribal Natural Resources Department 

 BIA/CME/FJBC management , maintenance and rehab of FIP: quasi state-federal entity subject to BIA (federal) 

contracts with irrigators, subject to obligations in this Compact (e.g., administrative, data sharing/reporting) 

 State water management statutes apply to private land, Walton Rights held by successors to Indian allottees, 

and other state-based water users.  

 Compact Board composed of Tribal and State water resource chiefs or designees, special master from MT water 

court, and tribal/state staff, work to field verify and record all state and tribal water rights in state data base; 

conduct comprehensive reviews; establishment of technical criteria for water use and influences,  oversight and 

assistance, and public education.  This Compact Board has a greater involvement in and higher level of technical 

and legal oversight of water administration than other Compact Boards proposed in previous Tribal Compacts to 

assist with the orderly implementation of the Compact. 

 

There are accompanying changes and additions to definitions: 

 

Tribal Unitary Water Management Ordinance.  The management plan, administration program, and 

technical support for the use, management, and protection of the Tribal Water Right. 

Tribal Water Administrator.  The chief water resource administrator who implements the Tribal Water 

Management Ordinance and coordinates with the Compact Board on behalf of the CSKT. 

Tribal Water Engineer.  The chief water engineer responsible for the scientific, technical, field verification, 

surveying, and sampling components of the Tribal Water Management Ordinance. 

Compact Board.  A board consisting of the Tribal Water Engineer and Administrator, their state 

counterparts, and a Special Master appointed by or a member of the Montana Water Court 

 

Off-Reservation Treaty Rights 

 

 The alternative Compact recognizes aboriginal treaty rights secured to the CSKT to ‘take fish in usual and accustomed 

places in common with the citizens of the territory’, but does not acknowledge a water right was implied, is attached, or 

is reserved.  Instead, the State recognizes its environmental responsibility to protect habitat so as to support fish 

populations in the CSKT aboriginal territory not only for the CSKT but also for Montana citizens.  

 

As a threshold issue, aboriginal treaty rights do not automatically lead to a water right as evidenced by significant case 

law involving the ‘Stevens Treaty’ tribes, of which the CSKT is because of its common language with 8 other tribes in 

Washington and Oregon. Thus, the CSKT claim of off-reservation extensive treaty rights could be legitimately challenged 

in court and the outcome necessarily support an instream flow right with the Treaty right to fish. There is a fundamental 

question of whether these rights should be even considered in a Compact whose legislative purpose is to resolve federal 

reserved water rights which are by definition confined to the land that was withdrawn as a federal reservation.  To 

include off-reservation rights of any kind would also depart from all other Compacts completed during the Compact 

Commission’s tenure.  
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 In the CSKT Compact negotiations, these off reservation rights were offered in June 2011, fairly late in the process and 

certainly not subject to enough technical, environmental, or economic scrutiny.  It is also clear that the Compact 

Commission staff plainly ignored DNRC guidance for the CSKT Compact to keep the settlement to the reservation lands 

and waters.  Finally, the CSKT are not the only Tribes who have access to the lands ceded in the Treaty of Hellgate. 

The Alternative Compact will not include any provision for the aboriginal rights.  Instead the State will offer language 

recognizing that the aboriginal treaty rights exist and reaffirming its existing implementation of its environmental 

responsibility to protect instream flows through Murphy Rights and other fish and wildlife enhancement programs. 

 

Financial Contributions 

 

The basis for a monetary settlement most directly involves the United States’ responsibility to the particular tribe 

involved. In this case, the CSKT major damage claim against the United States is that it ruined the reservation ecology 

and fisheries when it built the irrigation project.  The Tribes will also claim that the United States ‘gave away’ its water 

rights and demand compensation for the loss of the water.  The validity and amount of any settlement will be weighed 

against payments already made to the CSKT by the United States for ‘natural resource damages’.  By typically paying 

large sums to Tribes in water settlements, the United States accepts responsibility for its violation of any treaties, failure 

to protect the Tribes’ natural resources, or other matters specific to the Tribe. While it is not required, it has been the 

policy of the federal government since 1985 to require some kind of state financial contribution to the settlement.   

   

  Existing CSKT Compact 

 

The existing CSKT Compact proposes a $55 million contribution from the State, which is allocated as follows:6 

 

 $30 million for pumping costs 

 $12 million for  irrigation rehab in Flathead Irrigation Project 

 $ 8 million for fish and wildlife habitat enhancement 

 $ 5 million for measuring devices in Flathead Irrigation Project 

 

The unverified but mentioned federal contribution to the CSKT Compact ranges from $700 million to over $1.4 billion, 

and is to finally settle claims with the CSKT on the irrigation project, habitat restoration, and water resources.  

 

In any new Compact these cost categories would be revisited, as several of the cost categories are associated with a 

federal irrigation project, which are a federal responsibility.7   

 

  Alternative CSKT Compact 

 

A new approach would consider payment for benefits that assist all citizens on the reservation, including:8 

 

 Continuing payments to Lake County from Kerr Dam estimated at $1.2 million per year 

 50,000 acre feet of Hungry Horse Reservoir with right to use for any purpose 

 Irrigation district secure low cost block of power from Kerr Dam 

 Subordination of the power right to irrigation in drought years 
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 Cooperation in all water management issues and final adjudication of all water rights on the reservation and within the 

Flathead River Basin. 

 Agreement not to seek aboriginal water rights by piecemeal challenges to individual off reservation water rights filings
9
 

 

There are other non-monetary ‘concessions’ that would be useful to the quantification of water rights and to finality.  At 

present, the CSKT are aggressively purchasing reservation fee lands using mitigation monies provided to the CSKT from 

BPA from the construction of Hungry Horse Dam as well as from the Interior Department’s consolidation of Tribal lands 

funds.  The suspension of such land purchases until all water rights adjudicated would be helpful, and in exchange, the 

State could cooperate by expediting water claims processing. 

 

The overall contribution from the State would contribute to infrastructure that helps all citizens on the reservation and 

assists in the enabling the Tribal use of their federal reserved water right. 

 

Structural Components of the Alternative CSKT Compact 

 

 The substance of a negotiated settlement relies on the contributions of the federal, state, and Tribal governments’ 

appropriate response to securing a  federal reserved water right and integrating that within the framework of State 

water management.    The Alternative CSKT Compact draws from the kinds of issues addressed during the negotiations 

as presented in the current CSKT Compact and constructs a different Compact that includes state-based objectives as 

outlined here.  

 

The proposed federal contribution that would benefit the State and Tribes would include the following: 

 Water—Hungry Horse Reservoir Contribution:  100,000 split 50-50 with State of Montana/Tribes; both get to use the 

water for any purpose.  This is 10,000 more acre feet than the existing Compact and splits the allocation between the Tribes 

and the State. 

 Irrigation System --Complete irrigation rehabilitation over 5 year period, 50% funds to be repaid by Kerr Dam power 

revenues.
10

  This is acknowledgment that the federal government was also responsible for opening the reservation for 

settlement and built an irrigation system to in part support that settlement policy.  The BIA estimates that there is $80 

million in deferred maintenance which if not addressed will waste the federal investment in irrigated agriculture on the 

Flathead Indian Reservation.  In return, all water savings resulting from such rehabilitation will benefit the Tribes.   

 

The proposed state contribution that helps all the parties includes: 

 

 Environmental and Economic Assessment of Alternative Compact and report on any mitigation needs or private property 

impacts before submittal to legislature. 

 Financial contributions as described above 

 Staff and resource contribution to Compact Board 

 

The proposed Tribal contribution to the new Compact includes: 
 

1. Kerr Dam low cost block of power remains in place for 25 years with revenues from power purchase used to pay back 

federal government for FIP rehab. In a Compact agreement: any savings of water for irrigation rehab go to CSKT if paid for 

by fed government.  A complete study of irrigation rehabilitation evaluates its impacts on shallow ground water and 

wetlands 
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2. Kerr Dam  payment to Lake County remains in place or be replaced by an annual payment  from the Tribes to the County in 

lieu of taxes  for the services provided by the county within the reservation. 

3. Cooperate in water management including data sharing  

4. Waiver of all claims on reservation against federal and state governments 

5. Commitment not to use Kerr Dam/Flathead Lake to contest  new and existing water rights upstream 

6. Hungry Horse water to be used on-reservation 

7. Commitment to the use of deep ground water for future water development 

 

Summary 

 

The alternative CSKT Compact presented in these pages produces a new Compact that is similar to the other Compacts 

completed in Montana with the six other Tribes.  The major components of the alternative Compact include: 

 

 A quantified CSKT federal reserved water right 

 A dual State-Tribal administration system with a Compact Board 

 A  provision for the joint  State-Tribal use of Hungry Horse Reservoir 

 Complete rehabilitation of the federal irrigation project  and dedication of water savings to the Tribes 

 An agreement on Kerr Dam power and revenue 

 

The benefits to all the parties could be significant.   

 

This agreement has its focus on the solution to the quantification of the CSKT water rights within the context of the 

reservation, federal and state law, and available resources.  This was the charge given the Compact Commission, to solve 

this problem within this context.    We have demonstrated that alternatives do exist to what was produced by the 

Compact Commission, and hope these materials provide a framework for discussion among the Compact negotiators.  
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ENDNOTES 

 
 
1
 How could these changes occur to the current Compact?  First, all three parties must agree to any changes proposed so would have 

to agree somehow either before the sunset of the Compact Commission on June 30, 2013 or in some period shortly thereafter. If the 
Tribes demonstrate interest in negotiation, alternatively the Compact Commission could be extended by the Governor and 
Legislature with a new set of assumptions, sideboards, milestones, and timelines. 
2
 Water rights of the non-Indian successor to an Indian allottee which bear the same priority date as the establishment of the 

reservation, in this case 1855. 
3
Secretarial water rights are those granted by the Secretary of Interior directly to water users for the irrigation of their lands from 

the federal irrigation project facilities and assessment of charges.  See  http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CFR-1999-title25-
vol1/pdf/CFR-1999-title25-vol1-sec171-18.pdf  
4
A Special Master could be a member of or be appointed by the Montana Water Court. 

5
This eliminates a political board, keeps the resolution local, and provides an unbiased and water law-based guidance by the Special 

Master. 
6
These costs appear to be heavily biased toward providing the Tribe compensation and not getting much in return for the state. 

7 
Funds for fish and wildlife habitat enhancement seem to ‘buy into’ the theory of the irrigation system’s ‘damage’ to the 

environment.  From the local citizen’s perspective, irrigation on the Flathead Indian Reservation turned a dry landscape into 
productive farmland that provides significant economic benefit to the reservation economy. 
8
The State would be expected to pay its share of administrative and technical costs of a Compact Board and state staff. 

9
 Such a “payment” for example, could include the establishment of State Murphy Rights and other protections on tributaries in 

western Montana Rivers and streams also corresponding to CSKT aboriginal homelands. 
10

 A comprehensive engineering assessment and survey of the rehabilitation needs of the project and the development of a plan for 
rehabilitation that includes consideration of shallow ground water resources, wetlands, and instream flow implications of 
rehabilitation. This would prevent the piecemeal rehabilitation and be completed in a way that allows maximum water savings to 
accrue to the Tribes. 

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CFR-1999-title25-vol1/pdf/CFR-1999-title25-vol1-sec171-18.pdf
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CFR-1999-title25-vol1/pdf/CFR-1999-title25-vol1-sec171-18.pdf

